We demonstrate the feasibility of near edge x-ray absorption fine structure spectroscopy on solids by means of femtosecond soft x-ray pulses from a free-electron laser ͑FEL͒. Our experiments, carried out at the FEL at Hamburg used a special sample geometry, spectrographic energy dispersion, single shot position-sensitive detection, and a data normalization procedure that eliminates the severe fluctuations of the incident intensity in space and photon energy. As an example, we recorded the 3 D 1 N 4,5 edge absorption resonance of La 3+ ions in LaMnO 3 . Our study opens the door for x-ray absorption measurements on future x-ray FEL facilities.
Near edge x-ray absorption fine structure ͑NEXAFS͒ experiments are based on the ability to fine-tune the incident photon energy across core electron excitation thresholds with sub-eV resolution and step size. While at conventional synchrotron radiation sources energy selection and tuning are accomplished by a monochromator, the intrinsic spectrum of an x-ray free-electron laser ͑FEL͒ is ill suited for such measurements.
1,2 Based on the self-amplified spontaneous emission ͑SASE͒ process of FELs, the photon spectrum is peaked at an energy E that stochastically fluctuates shot-toshot by an amount comparable to the energy width ⌬E of each single pulse. Hence, if a monochromator is used to control the excitation energy, the intensity greatly fluctuates and may even be zero for certain pulses. This leads to severe intensity normalization problems. The variation in shot-toshot emitted spectral peak position and width ͑⌬E / E Ӎ 3 ϫ 10 −3 ͒ 3 is much smaller than the typical range of a NEX-AFS spectrum ͑Ͼ10 eV͒ so that tuning of the photon energy E is required. For the first generation of x-ray FELs equipped with fixed gap undulators, this can only be accomplished via fine tuning of the electron beam energy. Because of the unusual characteristics of the emitted FEL radiation, x-ray absorption spectroscopy has been largely deemed difficult with such sources.
The NEXAFS technique is commonly used at synchrotron sources to investigate bonding at surfaces, in thin films, and in liquids. [4] [5] [6] By sum rule analysis of polarization dependent spectral peak intensities, it allows the decoupling of charge, orbital moment, and spin moment contributions to the electronic structure in complex materials. 7, 8 NEXAFS is also closely related to modern x-ray imaging techniques which, with the advent of x-ray FELs, will become important in the study of femtosecond dynamics governing atomic motion and the processes underlying energy and angular momentum transfer between electronic, spin, and lattice degrees of freedom. 7, [9] [10] [11] The measurement of the intensity of NEX-AFS resonances as a function of incident flux of x-ray FELs will be important in understanding photon-sample interactions. In particular, it will be essential to understand the conditions under which an x-ray FEL pulse can no longer be treated as a weak perturbation of the electronic structure, i.e., the intensity under which the x-ray perturbation will lead to radically altered electronic states and enter the realm of nonlinear and multiphoton processes as well as field-induced modifications. [12] [13] [14] The purpose of this work is to show the feasibility of NEXAFS on a solid sample using the soft x-ray radiation generated by the Free-electron Laser at Hamburg ͑FLASH͒. The statistical intensity, photon energy, and mode distribution of the femtosecond x-ray pulses generated in single pass SASE mode required the development of a suitable experimental method. The experiment was performed at the PG2 monochromator beamline at FLASH, 15 which was operated at 5 Hz repetition rate. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1 .
Radiation from the FLASH beam is dispersed in energy in the vertical direction by grating before illuminating the sample. The sample consists of a lithographically fabricated a͒ Electronic mail: dpb167@stanford.edu. 100 nm thick Si 3 N 4 membrane window with a vertical dimension of 12 mm and a horizontal dimension of 2 mm. At the sample position, the beam is dispersed by 0.3 eV/mm leading to an energy range of approximately 4 eV. The membrane is divided horizontally with 75 nm of LaMnO 3 deposited on half of the membrane by pulsed laser deposition and the use of a shadow mask. 10 The other half of the nitride window is left blank. This is a critical feature of the sample as it allows us to capture information such as incident intensity and energy spectrum on a shot-by-shot basis. Absorption is measured via transmission onto a Ce:yttrium aluminum garnet ͑YAG͒ crystal placed behind the sample. The fluorescent light from the Ce:YAG crystal is imaged by an intensified charge coupled device camera ͑ICCD͒. The vertical y-axis on the detector records the spectral information of the sample.
We chose LaMnO 3 for this experiment because the N 4,5 edge of the La 3+ ions in LaMnO 3 exhibits an atomically sharp 3 D 1 absorption resonance at a photon energy of 102.17 eV, where the Si 3 N 4 membrane is highly transparent. The homogeneity of the deposited film is essential for our spectroscopy scheme. The sample was placed 5 cm away from the target during the pulsed laser deposition in order to optimize uniformity. The energetic position and the narrow spectral width of the 3 D 1 absorption resonance is due to the localization of the La 4f states. The central FLASH photon energy was varied over a range of approximately 2 eV by changing the energy of the electron beam in order to collect statistics uniformly across the energy range of interest.
In a first step, we calibrated our detection scheme, consisting of the Ce:YAG fluorescence converting crystal and the ICCD with respect to detection response. Since the incident intensity varies between pulses and within images, it is essential to correct for these nonlinearities in the detection scheme. We recorded 2000 pulses with no sample in the beam. To compensate the nonlinear response of the detector we use the ansatz I͓f͑x , y͔͒ = a 1 f + a 2 f 2 + a 3 f 3 + a 4 f 4 , where I is the true intensity on a particular pixel, f͑x , y͒ is the detector signal on that pixel, a 1 characterizes the linear sensitivity of the detector, and a 2¯4 characterize the nonlinear saturation. The total pulse intensity I tot,gm is measured simultaneously by a gas monitor detector placed in the FEL beamline before the grating. The monochromator was operated using a 200 l/mm grating yielding an efficiency of 28.7Ϯ 1% for 97.8 eV radiation. 16 From the detector signal f͑x , y͒, I͑f͒ gives the x-ray intensity per pixel. By comparing the total pulse intensity measured by the gas monitor detector I tot,gm with the total intensity reconstructed from the detector signal I tot,d = ͚ x,y I͑x , y͒, a square error can be constructed: ⑀ = ͚ i ͑I tot,gm,i − I tot,d,i ͒ 2 where the sum acts over the individual FEL pulses. The square error ⑀ is minimized iteratively as a function of the parameters a 1¯4 . The results of the correction are shown in Fig. 2 . The values of the parameters a 1¯a4 were calculated to be the following: a 1 = 0.0655, a 2 = 0.044 81, a 3 = −1.5068, and a 4 = 14.86.
The illumination of the sample along the horizontal ͑nondispersive͒ x-direction fluctuates on a pulse-by-pulse basis. The mode profile along the x direction must be taken into account on a pulse-by-pulse basis in order to normalize the spectra correctly. The sum along y for each x position determines the mode profile I m ͑x͒ = ͚ y I͑x , y͒. A reference spectrum without sample can be determined as S r ͑y͒ = ͗I͑x , y͒ / I m ͑y͒͘ x where ͗¯͘ x indicates the average along the x-direction. Dividing the columns by I m compensates for inhomogeneities due to the mode shape and fluctuations of the beam position along x. Similarly, the pixels on the sample side are normalized by the mode profile and normalized by the reference spectrum. The normalization by the reference spectrum causes the spectrum to be insensitive to fluctuations of the photon energy distribution. This way, a normalized NEXAFS spectrum can be obtained, which is insensitive to the fluctuations of the FEL beam. The spectra resulting from single pulses are then averaged in order to obtain the spectrum shown in Fig. 4 . The energy fluctuations ͑⌬E / E Ӎ 3 ϫ 10 −3 shot-to-shot, ⌬E / E Ӎ 0.01 overall͒, in fact, help to probe a larger energy range. Notice that the monochromator focuses the beam onto the sample in the y-direction. Therefore, our detection scheme is also insensitive to the mode profile along the y-direction. Figure 3 shows two different detected x-ray pulses as well as the average over all pulses detected during the experiment.
It is essential to keep track of cumulative errors involving the individual data processing steps, starting with the statistical error ⑀ =1/ ͱ I. In order to reduce the weight of "dark" pixels, which contain large errors, in the averages and to avoid excessive noise from divisions by small numbers, the averages were weighed by 1 / ⑀ 2 . The normalized average of all pixels with a pulse energy density above 0.2 mJ/ cm ͑the highest detected pulse energy density on any pixel is 2 mJ/ cm 2 ͒ leads to the spectrum shown in Fig. 4 . It clearly exhibits the 3 D 1 N 4,5 edge absorption resonance of La 3+ ions in LaMnO 3 , demonstrating the feasibility of NEXAFS spectroscopy using FEL radiation.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated the feasibility of NEXAFS spectroscopy on solids using femtosecond soft x-ray pulses from the single pass SASE FEL at FLASH. Challenges presented by shot-to-shot beam fluctuations in intensity, energy, and position were overcome by a suitable experimental geometry and a numerical normalization procedure. Our study was restricted to a small energy range covering a narrow absorption resonance, typical for transition and rare earth ions, but the method can readily be extended to larger spectral windows and to higher photon energies, where the most important absorption edges are found. Future experiments at facilities such as LCLS will be able to illuminate the sample before the pulse is incident on the monochromator. This will allow for investigations at higher fluence and time resolution as monochromator efficiency and pulse stretching limit these two quantities, respectively.
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